Abstract-A common way to train neural networks is the Backpropagation. This algorithm includes a gradient descent method, which needs an adaptive step size. In the area of neural networks, the ADAM-Optimizer is one of the most popular adaptive step size methods. It was invented in [1] by Kingma and Ba. The 5865 citations in only three years shows additionally the importance of the given paper. We discovered that the given convergence proof of the optimizer contains some mistakes, so that the proof will be wrong. In this paper we give an improvement to the convergence proof of the ADAM-Optimizer.
INTRODUCTION
N OWADAYS machine learning and artificial intelligence are very popular techniques but there is still a lot of research to do. To make methods like neural networks usable, we have to use learning algorithms, like the Backpropagation. Backpropagation is a kind of gradient descent method. In order to improve the convergence of such methods, it is a common way to introduce an adaptive step size. Adaptive step size is a numerical process to solve continuous problems with a discretization in single steps. Computation of the required step size, is still a big problem and there are many possible ways to define them. In this paper we discuss the ADAM-Optimizer from Kingma and Ba [1] . The ADAM-Optimizer is one of the most popular gradient descent optimization algorithms. It is implemented in common neural network frameworks, like TensorFlow, Caffe or CNTK. Kingma and Ba show experimentally, that the ADAM-Optimizer is faster than any other Optimizer (see figure 1 ). Sebastian Ruder says in [2] "Insofar, Adam might be the best overall choice". All these points express the importance of this optimizer for neural networks. Independently of each other Josef Goppold and Sebastian Bock found out in their Master theses [3] and [4] , that there are some mistakes in the convergence proof from Kingma and Ba. Even though we can not solve the proof completely, we achieve an improvement in some parts and can formulate a single conjecture, which would complete the proof.
NEURAL NETWORKS
In neural networks we have a group of neurons and everyone of them has a weight w, which will be stored in the weight vector w ∈ R n . In the learning phase we modify this vector to obtain a network with the required intelligence. In order to evaluate the neural network with the current weight vector, we define an error function e(w). This error function shall compare the label of the input with the output of the network. A popular method to minimize e(w) is the Backpropagation, which uses the gradient descent method. At this point we can use the ADAM-Optimizer.
METHOD OF MOMENTS -ADAM

Method of moments
The method of moments is based on an adaptive step size. At first we define our weight change rule.
Definition 3.1. (Weight change rule)
Let w ∈ R n be the weight vector of our neural network, e(w) the error function and η ∈ R + the step size. Moreover let t ∈ N be the time stamp of the current training step. Then is w(t) the weight vector in the training step t.
with ∆w(t) := − η 2 ∇ w e(w(t))
With a rule like in definition 3.1 we can improve our weights to minimize the error of our neural network. The shape of ∇w(t) depends on the chosen method. In our case the method of moments.
The method of moments adds to the gradient descent step a fraction of the weight changes from the time stamp before. Mathematically it looks like:
Definition 3.2. (Method of moments)
Let α ∈ R + be the decay rate of the old weight change. Furthermore let all parameters be defined as in definition 3.1. Then the weight change will be defined as follows:
In order to attain convergence of the method of moments, the restriction α ∈]0, 1[ should be applied.
ADAM-Optimizer
The adaptive moment estimization (ADAM) was invented by Kingma and Ba [1] and is nowadays one of the most popular step size methods in the area of neural networks. The algorithm is defined as follows. In [1] they show exper-
as step size, β 1 , β 2 ∈ (0, 1) as decay rates for the moment estimates, β 1,t := β 1 λ t−1 with λ ∈ (0, 1), > 0, e(w(t)) as a convex differentiable error function and w(0) as the initial weight vector. Set m 0 = 0 as initial 1 st moment vector Set v 0 = 0 as initial 2 nd moment vector Set t = 0 as initial time stamp while w(t) not converged do
imentally, that the ADAM-Optimizer converges much faster for multi-layer neural networks or convolutional neural networks, than any other optimizer. Unfortunately there are some mistakes in the convergence proof of the paper [1] , so that the proof fails to be correct. In this paper we introduce an improvement of the convergence proof of the ADAMOptimizer.
CONVERGENCE PROOF
First of all, recall the following lemma which will give us an odd entrance to convex functions.
Lemma 4.1. Let D ⊂ R n be a convex set and f ∈ C 1 (R n , R). Then f is a convex function on D if and only if the following condition holds:
∀x, y ∈ D with x = y.
A proof of this lemma may be found in [5] site 37. In the following e denotes a convex and differentiable function and g t := ∇e t ( − → w (t)) is the gradient of e at the times tamp t. Additional let g t,i be the ith element of the gradient and
The described lemma 10.4 in [1] could unfortunately not be proven and we will refer to it as a conjecture. with β 1 , β 2 ∈ (0, 1) and γ < 1. Moreover let g t be bounded with ||g t || 2 ≤ G and
In the next step we will define an error sum, which calculates the difference between the minimum and the current value of e (w (t)).
Definition 4.3. (Error sum)
Let − → w * := arg min
e t ( − → w ) with χ as the set of − → w , which will arise in the ADAM-Method. The error sum is then defined as:
If we are able to show the convergence of R(T ) with respect to T , the convergence proof is done. We will do this with the following theorem. < 1, η t := η √ t and β 1,t := β 1 λ t−1 with λ ∈ (0, 1). Then the ADAM-Optimizer can be estimated as follows:
Proof. With lemma 4.1 we can write for a convex differentiable function e(w):
With the update rule from the ADAM-Optimizer:
In ( * ) we multiply with 1 =v
and use the binomial equation to simplify:
If we put all these together we reach the following inequality. We separate it in five terms. Each of them will be handled on their own.
To get the link to the error sum, we sum over the elements of the gradient i ∈ 1, · · · , d and the time stamps t ∈ 1, · · · , T . Then term 1 looks like:
Now we look at term 2 .
We can rewrite 2a :
After all, the following results for 2 .
Now we look at term 3 .
t we can estimate:
Then 3 results in:
For term 4 we estimate:
we can estimate:
This proves the convergence speed O 1 √ T of the ADAMMethod.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Machine learning and particularly neural networks are advancing fast. In future it will be an important part in our everyday life. Due to this situation it is very important to understand all methods and algorithms, which will come with this technology. To understand the convergence behavior of the ADAM-Optimizer, this paper shows an improvement of the convergence proof of [1] . Unfortunately we have at least one conjecture which is still in question. Hopefully this will be proved in future works, so that we can use the ADAMOptimizer without any concerns. Probably the whole proof can show us some opportunities in order to improve the algorithm's speed and efficiency, so that the learning time will decrease. Especially in the time of big data this could be a decisive advantage.
